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Source-Optimized Clustering for Distributed Source Coding
Gerhard Maierbacher João Barros

Abstract— Motivated by the design of low-complexity dis-
tributed quantizers and iterative decoding algorithms that leverage
the correlation in the data picked up by a large-scale sensor
network, we address the problem of finding correlation preserving
clusters. To construct a factor graph describing the statistical
dependencies between sensor measurements, we develop a hier-
archical clustering algorithm that minimizes the Kullback Leibler
Distance between known and approximated source statistics.
Finally, we show how the clustering result can be exploited in
the design of index assignments for distributed quantization and
source-channel decoders of manageable complexity.

Index Terms— sensor networks, distributed source coding, clus-
tering, trees, quantization, Kullback-Leibler distance

I. I NTRODUCTION

In distributed sensing scenarios, where correlated data has to be
gathered by a large number of low-complexity, power-restricted
sensors, efficient source coding and data gathering techniques
are key towards reducing the required number of transmissions
and enabling extended network life-time.

Inspired by the seminal work of Slepian and Wolf [17],
characterizing the fundamental limits of separate encoding of
correlated sources, several authors have contributed withcoding
solutions (see e.g. [18] and references therein). Focusingon
scalar quantization, [4] proposes to eliminate the redundancy
in the quantized values of a pair of sources by reusing sets
of quantization indices that minimize the overall end-to-end
distortion. The constructions in [14] and [15] use the syndromes
of channel codes with appropriate distance properties. On
the other hand, the contributions in [10] and [2] address the
optimization of multiterminal quantizers for combined usewith
Slepian Wolf codes, e.g. based on LDPC or punctured turbo
codes [18]. In [5], we presented a low-complexity solution for
the special case of the symmetric Gaussian CEO Problem [6]. In
addition to distributed source coding, clustering algorithms for
correlated data, largely inspired by contributions in statistical
data analysis [9], have proved to be useful in the context of
sensor networks, particularly in the design of energy-efficient
and decentralized data gathering protocols, see e.g. [7] and [12].

The main goal of the present paper is to ensure thescalability
of distributed quantization, i.e. its applicability to scenarios
with a very large number of encoders (100 or more), for
which source-optimized clustering provides a natural solution.
Previous work [8] along this line presented a solution for the
scalability problem on the decoding side by running the sum-
product algorithm on a carefully chosen factor graph approx-
imation of the source correlation. Focusing on the encoding
side, we provide a scalable solution for distributed quantization
based on source-optimized hierarchical clustering. Our main
idea is to reduce the number of quantization bits in a systematic
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way by exploiting correlation preserving clusters that minimize
the Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD) between the given source
statistics and a factor graph approximation. Simulation results
underline the efficiency and scalability of the proposed ap-
proach, which can be applied to a variety of index assignments
for low complexity distributed quantization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
give a precise formulation of the problem setup. The clustering
procedure itself is addressed in Section III and numerical
results are discussed in Section IV. Section V provides some
concluding remarks.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

We start by introducing our notation. Random variables are
always denoted by capital lettersU , where its realization is
denoted by the corresponding lowercase letteru. Vectors of
random variables are denoted by bold capital letters and always
assumed to be column vectorsU = (U1, U2, · · · , UM )T ,
whereas its realization is denoted by the corresponding bold
lowercase letteru = (u1, u2, · · · , uM )T . Index sets are denoted
by capital calligraphic lettersM unless otherwise noted, and
|M| denotes the set’s cardinality. We follow the convention, that
variables indexed by a set denote a set of variables, e.g. ifM =
{1, 2, 3} thenuM = {u1, u2, u3}, and use the same concept to
define variable vectors, such thatuM = (u1, u2, u3)

T . The
covariance is defined byCov{a,b},E{abT }−E{a}E{b}T ,
where E{·} is the expectation operator. AnM -dimensional
random variable with realizationsu=(u1 u2, · · · , uM )T , um∈
R, is Gaussian distributed with meanµµµ = E{u} and covariance
matrix Σ = Cov{u,u}, when its PDFpU(u) is given by

pU(u) = exp(−
1

2
(u −µµµ)T Σ−1(u− µµµ))/(2π|Σ|)1/2. (1)

Such a PDF is simply denoted asN (µµµ,Σ). The expression
0M is the length-M all-zero column vector,IM is theM ×M
identity matrix, and|A| is the determinant ofA.

A. System Model

Each sensor indexed bym, with m ∈ M = {1, 2, · · · , M},
observes continuous real-valued source samplesum(t) at time
t. For simplicity, we consider only the spatial correlation of
measurements and not their temporal dependence such that the
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Fig. 1. System model -M correlated samples are separately encoded byM
sensor nodes, consisting of a scalar quantizer (Q) a index assignment stage
(BM) and a simple modulator (BPSK). The data is then transmitted over an
array of independent AWGN channels and decoded jointly at the receiver.
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time indext is dropped and only one time step is considered.
The sample vectoru = uM = (u1, u2, · · · , uM )T at any given
time t is assumed to be one realization of aM -dimensional
Gaussian random variable, whose PDFpU(u) is given by
N (0M ,R) with

R =











1 ρ1,2 · · · ρ1,M

ρ2,1 1 · · · ρ2,M

...
...

. . .
...

ρM,1 ρM,2 · · · 1











.

It follows that the samplesum have zero meanE{um} and
unit varianceCov{um, um}. Gaussian models for capturing
the spatial correlation between sensors at different locations
are discussed in [16], whereas examples of reasonable models
for the correlation coefficientsρm,m′ =E{umum′} of physical
processes unfolding in a field can be found in [3].

We assume that the sensors are low-complexity devices
consisting of a scalar quantizer (Q), an index assignment
(BM) and a modulator (BPSK), see Figure 1. Each sensor
m quantizes its observationum onto the quantization index
im ∈ Im = {1, 2, . . . , |Im|}, which is then mapped onto the
output codewordwm ∈ Wm = {1, 2, . . . , |Wm|} as defined by
the index assignment stage.

The number of bits used for the codewords is denoted asQm

such thatQm = ⌈log2(|Wm|)⌉. In the following, the vector of
quantization indices is denoted byi = iM = (i1, i2, · · · , iM )T

and the vector of codewords is denoted byw = wM =
(w1, w2, · · · , wM )T .

Prior to transmission the modulator maps the binary repre-
sentation of the codewordswm, which is determined by standart
Gray mapping, to a tuplexm of channel symbols, which are
transmitted to the remote receiver. In our examples we use
binary phase shift keying (BPSK), such that in a discrete-time
baseband description of our transmission schemewm is mapped
to Qm symbolsxm =(xm,1 ... xm,Qm

), xm,q ∈{+1,−1}.
We assume a multiple access channel with orthogonal

accessing, such thatp(y1, ...,yM |x1, ...,xM ) factors into
∏M

m=1
p(ym|xm). The reachback channel then consists of an

array of additive white Gaussian noise channel with noise
varianceη2. Assuming coherent demodulation, we write the
channel outputs asym = xm +nm, m = 1, 2, . . . , M where
nm is distributed according toN (0Q, σ2IQ).

The decoder uses the channel output vectory =
(y1,y2, · · · ,yM )T and the available knowledge of the source
correlationR to produce the estimateŝum of the measurements
um. Assuming, that the mean square error (MSE)E{(ûm−
ũm)2}, between the estimatêum and the source representation
ũm, corresponding to the quantization indexim, is the fidelity
criterion to be minimized by the decoder, the conditional mean
estimator (CME) [13] should be applied:

ûm = E{ũm(im)|y} =
∑

∀i∈Im

ũm(i) · p(im = i|y). (2)

Notice, that for PDF-optimized quantizers this estimator also
minimizes the MSEE{(ûm−um)2} between the estimatêum

and the originally observed valueum [8]. The required posterior
probabilitiesp(im|y) are given by

p(im = i|y) = γ ·
∑

∀i:im=i

p(y|i)p(i), (3)

where i = iM = (i1 i2 ... iM )T and γ = 1/p(y) is a
constant normalizing the sum over the product of probabilities
to one. Since the channels are independentp(y|i) factors into
∏M

m=1
p(ym|im).

Notice, that the index assignments used at the encoders can
be described statistically by transition probabilitiesp(wm|im),
∀im ∈ Im and wm ∈ Wm, such thatp(wm|im) = 1, if im is
mapped ontowm, and p(wm|im) = 0, otherwise. Using this
statistical representation, we are able to substitute the probabil-
ities p(ym|im) in (3) by p(ym|im) =

∑

∀w∈Wm
p(ym|wm =

w) · p(wm = w|im), allowing us to fully take into account the
index assignments for decoding.

B. Main Goals

Under the system model described above, distributed source
coding can be achieved by (jointly) designing index assign-
ments with |Wm| < |Im| for several encoders1, such that
the spatial redundancy within the data is exploited to reduce
the data rate toQm = ⌈log2(|Wm|)⌉ [bits/sample] while
using as optimization criteria the resulting end-to-end distortion
after joint decoding. One possible way to design such index
assignments was proposed by Flynn and Gray in [4], who
suggested a heuristic search algorithm reusing the indicesof
a high resolution quantizer. This conceptual approach can be
adapted for our purposes as outlined in Section IV. The central
problem in the design of distributed source codes, which do not
rely on random-binning techniques [1, p. 410], is that systematic
code design is in most cases only feasible for a small number
of encoders. Seeking a scalable solution for large-scale sensor
networks, we focus on finding correlation preserving clusters
of limited size, giving rise to a computational feasible design
process for the encoders within each of those clusters.

In previous work [8] it was shown that the complexity of
optimal decoding using (2) grows exponentially with the num-
ber of sensorsM . Therefore, a scalable solution for decoding
based on factor graphs and the sum-product (SP) algorithm was
proposed, using an approximated PDFp̂U(u) instead ofpU(u)
as basis for decoding. To reduce decoding complexity,pU(u)
was modeled by an underlying factorization, which itself can be
represented by a factor graph and used for efficient decoding.
Specifically, factorizations forming a constrained chain rule
expansion (CCRE) minimizing the Kullback-Leibler distance
(KLD) betweenpU(u) and p̂U(u), to be introduced in Section
III-A, were deemed to be a suitable choice for multitermi-
nal sensing scenarios under a minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) criterion. Capitalizing on these insights, our goalis to
construct KLD optimized CCRE corresponding to correlation
preserving clusters that enable efficient index assignments for
large-scale distributed quantization and sum-product decoding.

III. SOURCE OPTIMIZEDCLUSTERING

A. Preliminaries

A PDF pU(u) can be approximated by assuming thatp(u)
can be factorized bŷp(u) =

∏N
n=1

fn(uSn
), whereSn ⊆ M,

with n = 1, 2, · · · , N , are subsets of source indices, such that

1Such index assignments generally increase the distortion of the system,
because information is lost during the mapping process, i.e. more than one
quantization indexim might lead to one and the same codewordwm. However,
since the rate can be reduced considerably, this method offers a way to achieve
a wider range of rate/distortion trade-offs
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⋃N
n=1

Sn = M. Since generallyp(u) 6= p̂(u), the resulting
PDF p̂U(u) is an approximation ofpU(u).

A constrained chain rule expansion (CCRE) ofp(u) can be
obtained from the regular chain rule expansion by removing
some of the conditioning variables. More formally, a factoriza-
tion

p̂(u) =
N
∏

n=1

fn(uSn
) =

N
∏

n=1

p(uAn
|uBn

), (4)

whereAn, Bn andSn = An ∪ Bn are subsets of the elements
in M, is a CCRE ofp(u), if the following constraints are met:

An ∩ Bn = ∅, Bn ⊆
n−1
⋃

l=1

Al,

N
⋃

n=1

An = M. (5)

Thus, the setB1 is always empty and for the usual chain rule
expansion holdsBn =

⋃n−1

l=1
Al. We call a CCRE symmetric, if

anyBn with n = 2, 3, · · · , N is a subset ofSl for somel < n.
The Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) between a PDFpU(u)

and its approximation̂pU(u)

D(pU(u)||p̂U(u)) =

∫

· · ·

∫

p(u) log2

p(u)

p̂(u)
du (6)

is measured in bit [1] and can be used as optimization criteria
when constructing source factorizations. In [8] it was shown,
that the KLD can be calculated explicitly for a CCRE’s of
Gaussian PDF’sN (0M ,R) using

D(pU(u)||p̂U(u)) = −
1

2
log2 |R| +

1

2

N
∑

n=1

log2

|RSn
|

|RBn|
, (7)

whereRSn
andRBn

are the covariance matrices of the Gaus-
sian PDF’spUSn

(uSn
) andpUBn

(bBn
), respectively.

B. Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm

The algorithm described in the following is based on the
principles of hierarchical clustering [9] and can be seen asa
variant of the Ward algorithm [11]. The goal is to cluster theset
of sourcesM, into subsetsΛc ⊆ M, such that

⋃C
c=1

Λc = M
andΛi∩Λj = ∅, for all i 6= j with {i, j} ∈ Γ, Γ = {1, · · · , C}
andC = |M|. The maximum cluster size is denoted byS, such
that |Λc| ≤ S, for all c ∈ Γ.

The clusters are constructed by a successive merging process,
starting with a set of single-element clustersΛ′

s = {s} with
indices s ∈ Γ′ = {1, · · · , M}, which are merged step-
by-step together, taking into account the KLD between the
approximated PDF̌pU(u), based on the factorizatioňp(u) =
∏

∀s∈Γ′ p(uΛ′
s
), and the original PDFpU(u) as anobjective

function. The first step of the procedure is to select two of
those clusters which, when united, reduce the number of clusters
by one. The algorithm determines for each possible pair of
clusters(Λ′

k, Λ′
l), with {k, l} ∈ Γ′ and k 6= l, the current

value of the objective function to find the pair(Λ′
k, Λ′

l) leading
to the smallest KLD between original and approximated PDF.
As soon as all possible mergings are evaluated the indices
of the selected clusters{k, l} are removed fromΓ′ and the
index of the newly created clusterr is added toΓ′. This
procedure is repeated until only a single cluster remains and
a history of all mergings performed during the different stages
of the optimization procedure is obtained. In Figure 2 (a) the
merging process is illustrated for an exemplary scenario. A
graphical representation of the mergings performed duringthe
optimization process (the so called dendrogram [9]) is shown
in Figure 2 (b).

Using (7), the objective function is given by

D(pU(u)||p̌U(u)) = −
1

2
log2 |R| +

1

2

∑

∀s∈Γ′

log2 |RΛ′
s
|, (8)

where RΛ′
s

denotes the covariance matrix for the source
variables collected in the vectoruΛ′

s
which can be easily

obtained fromR using the techniques described in [8]. Since
the objective function has to be evaluated many times during
the optimization process, we will expressD(·) based on inter-
mediate results to reduce computational complexity. The KLD
improvement imposed by the statistical dependencies within an
arbitrary clusterΛ′

s, with s ∈ Γ′, can be expressed as

∆Ds =
1

2
· log2 |RΛ′

s
|. (9)

The differential KLD improvement associated with the merging
of an arbitrary pair of clusters(Λ′

k, Λ′
l), with {k, l} ∈ Γ′ with

k 6= l, into a new clusterΛ′
k∪l = Λ′

k ∪Λ′
l, can be calculated by

∆D′
k∪l = (∆Dk∪l − ∆Dk − ∆Dl) , (10)

where ∆Dk∪l is the KLD improvement imposed by cluster
Λ′

k∪l calculated according to (9). Knowing∆D′
k∪l, the impact

of currently considered merging onto the objective function
according to (8) can be evaluated and only∆D′

k∪l as well
as ∆Dk∪l need to be calculated for each merging performed.
∆Dk and ∆Dl can be obtained from previous results and do
not need to be re-calculated each time.

The source clustersΛc with a maximum targeted cluster size
S can then be constructed using the dendrogram derived before,
seeFig. 2(b). We start at the root of the dendrogram —which
basically is a tree— and descend along its branches to lower
hierarchical levels. While moving from one level to the next
lower one, the dendrogram branches into two subtrees. The
number of leafs, i.e. the number of sourcesm connected to each
subtree are counted and if the number of leafs of one (or both)
subtree(s) is smaller/ equal thanS, we cut the corresponding
subtree out of the dendrogram. This pruning process is repeated
until all leafs are removed from the dendrogram. When the
pruning is finished, the subtrees are labeled by an successively
increasing indexc = 1, · · · , C. We define the set of cluster
indices asΓ = {1, · · · , C}. The source clustersΛc can be
then simply be determined from the subtrees by assigning
the variablesm, associated with each subtree’s leafs, to the
corresponding cluster, see example in Figure 2 (b).

Because of the hierarchical merging concept based on local
decisions, the proposed clustering algorithm is in generalsub-
optimal. However, the hierarchical approach has the advantage,
that the resulting dendrogram can be used elegantly to construct
clusters with a bounded number of source variablesS (with e.g.
partitional clustering methods [9] this would not be an easy
task).

C. PDF Optimized Source Factorization

In the last section we have shown, how KLD optimized clusters
fitting our purposes can be constructed. The second step towards
our goal of obtaining a source factorization is to incorporate
derived clusters into a symmetric CCRE of form̂p(u) =
∏N

n=1
fn(uSn

) (conditions in (5) have to be met), which is
achieved bylinking the unconnected clustersΛc, with c ∈ Γ,
successively together.
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Fig. 2. Example - PDF optimized clustering procedure withM = 9 uniformly distributed sensors picking-up observationsu1, ..., u9: (a) Mergings performed
during the hierarchical clustering procedure for the first four iteration steps leading to resulting clustersΛ′

r
with indicesr = 10, · · · , 13. (b) Tree representation

of the mergings performed during different the stages of theoptimization process (dendrogram). The KLD improvement|∆Dr| in [bit] of the created clusters
Λ′

r
is provided for all iteration steps. For a maximum cluster size of S = 4, the branches of the tree, which are cut during the pruning process, are marked

with a cross and the source clustersΛ1 = {3}, Λ2 = {8}, Λ3 = {2}, Λ4 = {1, 6} and Λ5 = {4, 5, 7, 9} can be defined. (c) Source factorization obtained
when usingA = 2 source variables in the originating andB = 2 source variables in the destination cluster. The factor graph represents the symmetric CCRE
p̂(u) = p(u4, u5, u7, u9) · p(u1, u6|u4, u9) · p(u2|u1, u6) · p(u8|u1, u6) · p(u3|u1, u6).

Assuming, that we want to link (already connected) cluster
Λk with cluster Λl, we have to choose a set of variables
Gk ⊆ Λk and a set of variablesHl ⊆ Λl to establish a
link between both clusters. Since complexity of the scalable
decoding highly depends on the number of variables within the
single factors (refer [8] for details), we introduce the design
parametersA and B, such that|Gk| ≤ A and |Hl| ≤ B for
all {k, l} ∈ Γ. While establishing the link between the clusters
the factorsp(uHl

|uGk
) andp(uGl

|uHl
) are added to the source

factorization and we define the KLD improvement associated
with this link as

δDk→l =
1

2
log2

|RGk∪Hl
|

|RGk
|

. (11)

After selecting an arbitrary cluster as starting point for the
linking process, we take one of the unconnected clusters (i.e. a
cluster, which is not yet considered in the source factorization)
and link it with the already connected clusters (i.e. incorporate
it into the source factorization). Assuming, that we choosethe
cluster r ∈ Γ as starting point of optimization, we define
the source factorization as the factorp(uΛr

), define a set of
linked clustersΓ′ = {r} and define a set of unconnected
clustersΓ′ = Γ\{r}. During the optimization process, we
successively select a pair of clusters(Λk, Λl), with k ∈ Γ′,
l ∈ Γ′, choose the subsetsGk ∈ Λk and Hl ∈ Λl, with
|Gk| ≤ A and|Hl| ≤ B, such that the profit|δDk→l| associated
with establishing this link is maximized and add the factors
p(uHl

|uGk
) and p(uGl

|uHl
) to the source factorization. For

each step of the procedure, the indexl is added to the set
of linked clusters, i.e.Γ′ = Γ′ ∪ {l}, and removed from the
set unconnected clusters, i.e.Γ′ = Γ′\{l}. This is done until
all clusters are linked, i.e.|Γ′| = |Γ|. Figure 2 (c) shows the
resulting source factorization for our previous example.

The linking process described before is generally not optimal.
It can be shown that the optimal way to link a given set of
clusters together leads to the (more complex) directed spanning
tree problem, which we will show and address in future work.
For the case whereA = B = 1 the directed spanning tree
problem however degrades to the undirected case, which is
directly reflected in presented linking procedure and therefore
leads to an optimal result for this special case.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To underline the effectiveness and efficiency of our low-
complexity coding strategies we present numerical performance
results for an exemplary scenario of randomly placed sensors.
We consider a square unit area element withM = 100
uniformly distributed sensors. The sensor measurementsum are
Gaussian distributedN (0, 1). As outlined in Section II-A, we
assume, that sensor measurementsu = uM = (u1, · · · , uM )T

are distributed according to a multivariate Gaussian distribution
N (0M ,R), where the correlation between a pair of sensorsuk

and ul decreases exponentially with the distancedk,l between
them, such thatρk,l = exp(−β ·dk,l). Since the performance of
our techniques depend on the correlations between the sensors,
we consider two different source models, one withβ = 0.5
(strongly correlated sensor measurements) and one withβ =
2 (weakly correlated measurements). All scalar quantizers at
the encoders are Lloyd-Max optimized to minimize the mean
squared error (MSE) in the sensor readingsu1, · · · , uM using
identical resolution for quantization and identical ratesfor data
transmission, i.e.|Im| = L and Qm = Q, for m = 1, ...M ,
where L ≤ 16 was chosen. The clustersΛc are derived as
described in Section III-B with a maximum cluster size of
S = 4 and the index assignments are constructed consecutively
for all c ∈ Γ, with Γ = {1, · · · , C}, see Figure 3. The index
assignments of all clustersΛc with |Λc| > 1, are constructed
using a heuristic search algorithm inspired by the techniques

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1  
0  

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1  

Fig. 3. Simulation scenario - Graphical representation of the KLD optimized
source factorization forM = 100 uniformly distributed sensors with correlation
factor β = 0.5. The clusters with a maximum size ofS = 4 (indicated
by circles) were created using the hierarchical clusteringmethod and linked
together by choosingA = B = 1.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results - Performance of the system withM = 100 sensors
for correlation factorβ = {0.5, 2} when simple scalar quantization (SQ)
alone and scalar quantization with a subsequent index-reuse (SQ+IR) is used
at the encoder. All encoders use identical rates ofQ [bits/sample] for the data
transmission.

described by Flynn and Gray in [4], which reuses the indices of
a high-resolution quantizer to successively reduce the data-rate
needed for transmission using the overall end-to-end distortion
dΛc

= E{||uΛc
−ûΛc

||2} of all sourcesm ∈ Λc as optimization
criteria. Since it is not possible to construct index assignments
for clusters with |Λc| = 1, we chose in this case a scalar
quantizer (Lloyd-Max optimized as before) with decreased
resolution and no index assignments, such thatQm = Q is still
guaranteed for all encodersm ∈ M. The source factorization
used for decoding is based on the clustersΛc, c ∈ Γ, which
are linked together as described in Section III-C. To reducethe
decoder complexity even further, we approximate the factors
fn(uSn

), with n = 1, · · · , N and |Sn| > 2, by a factorization
itself (using the same techniques as described in Section III-C)
to create an overall source factorization, whose factors contain
two variables at maximum (see Figure 3). The decoder is based
on the sum-product algorithm as described in [8], where the
required PMF’s were obtained by Monte Carlo simulation, using
Lloyd-Max optimized quantizers with resolutionLm = L for
m = 1, 2, · · · , M . To evaluate the performance of the coding
strategies we measure the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
given by

Output SNR= 10 · log10

(

||u||2

||u− û||2

)

in dB (12)

versus the channel SNR= 10 · (Es/N0) in dB averaged over
a M × 10000 source samples. The simulation results of our
system are depicted in Figure 4 (a) for strongly and in Figure4
(b) for weakly correlated sources. In both scenarios, we consider
the performance achieved when using scalar quantization alone
at the encoder, i.e. where the performance is mainly governed

by the properties of the decoder, and the performance achieved
when scalar quantization with a subsequent index-reuse is used
for encoding. Notice, that only the index assignments yielding
best possible performance were chosen for the experiments (e.g.
a rate ofQm = 1 [bits/sample] may be obtained from quantizers
of |Im| = 4, |Im| = 8 or |Im| = 16). Our simulation results
reveal, that simple index assignment techniques applied tolocal
clusters can achieve significant performance gains using our
coding approach, especially for low data-rates.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Concerned with the scalability of distributed quantization in
large-scale sensor networks, we proposed a practical solution
for code design based on a very low-complexity encoding stage
(scalar quantization followed by simple index assignments) and
a specific hierarchical clustering algorithm.

Our simulation results reveal, that despite the simplicity
of the proposed encoding techniques, significant performance
gains can be achieved by the proposed joint encoding/ decoding
approach. Possible extensions include other classes of index
assignments, e.g. based on channel codes with appropriate
distance properties [14], and cluster-based distributed inference.
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